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ABSTRACT 

A polar nephelometer was designed and constructed for the 

measurement of atmospheric particulate characteristics. The nephelometer 

uses visible light from a self-contained laser to irradiate an air sample 

drawn into the system. The light scatter from the aerosols and molecules 

in the sample is detected as a function of angle and incident light 

polarization. This is used to evaluate the aerosols which scatter light 

according to their size, shape, and index of refraction. The region of 

sensitivity for the measurements corresponds to the size range of 

particles that strongly affect radiative transfer in the atmosphere which 

is a primary application for the derived information. 

A number of aspects make this system unique. The nephelometer 

has sufficient sensitivity to detect molecular scatter from air. This 

allows the instrument to measure very clean air scatter and to use pure 

molecular scatter for calibration. A relatively compact system is 

achieved by using a folded light path with an air-cooled argon laser for 

the light source. A small, sensitive detector unit permits easy angular 

rotation for changing the scattering angle. A narrow detector field of 

view of ± degree of scatter is used along with a single wavelength of 

incident light to minimize uncertainties in the scattering theory. The 

system is automated for data acquisition of the scattering matrix 

elements over an angular range from 2° to 178° of scatter. Both laser 
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output and detector sensitivity are monitored to normalize the measured 

light scatter. 

A representative data analysis was performed to demonstrate the 

instrument's capabilities. The observed angular scattering elements were 

found consistent with previous measurements in this field. Using the 

scattering matrix elements, a procedure for the evaluation of the aerosol 

was developed. A theoretical library data set of scattering elements for 

spherical Mie particles over a typical range of parameters for atmo

spheric particles was recorded on magnetic tape. This allowed the inte

gration of the scattering elements for a variety of hypothesized particu

late size distributions. A least-squares, curve-fitting technique was 

used to find a best fit from the library data for the experimental 

results. The Junge size distribution, 

with a v of 2.0, an index of refraction, m, of 1.49 real and -.004 

imaginary, and a mass loading of 40 yg/m3 gave the best results. 

A nonlinear iterative inversion was used to obtain a better esti

mate of the size distribution. The adjustments were minor, however, as a 

v = 1.8, m= 1.50 - .005i, and 60 yg/m3 mass loading were found more 

representative of the smoothed inversion results. 

The primary need for improvement in the nephelometer design is an 

increase in structural rigidity. The analysis technique would benefit 

most by a better model for theoretical particulate scatter. However, the 

results of the calibration and aerosol measurements demonstrate that 
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realistic measurements can be made with the nephelometer. Routine 

aerosol measurements over a longer period of time are necessary to obtain 

a characterization of the Tucson aerosol. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Atmospheric aerosol size distributions have been shown to be sig

nificant in numerous fields of study. Particulates are essential to 

cloud formation and precipitation. Additionally, the clouds have a 

dominant effect on radiative transfer in the atmosphere (Twomey 1974). 

Even for clear skies, the particulates affect the heating or cooling of 

the atmosphere through scatter and absorption of energy. Subsequently, 

the solar energy received at the surface and infrared emission into space 

are also affected by aerosols. These factors all enter into the analysis 

of the consequences of particulates in the atmosphere. 

Due to the importance of aerosols and the broad range of sizes 

occurring naturally and artificially, numerous techniques have been 

developed to measure particulate characteristics. 

Direct sampling is the most straightforward technique, but low 

counts, biased samples, and slow analysis leave much to be desired. 

Nucleopore filters have been used for sizing the smaller particles (below 

10"5 centimeters) (Twomey 1976). Knollenburg counters likewise measure 

physical size. The technique involves the occultation by particles of a 

collimated light source projected on an array of photodetectors 

(Knollenburg 1970). The counter has a dynamic range of about one order 

of magnitude that is set for the size range of interest. Another tech

nique utilizes particulate mobility as a means of sizing aerosols with 

1 
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electrostatic devices such as the Whitby counter. The Whitby has a 

usable range down to about 10~6 cm. The maximum size limit is about 

10~5 cm for relatively clean air such as in Tucson. 

The passage of light through a medium produces scattering and 

absorption which is dependent on the medium's properties. Particulates 

scatter light according to their size, shape, index of refraction, and 

the wavelength of the incident light. (Frequency changes of the 

scattered light due to the rotation and vibration of the scatterer can be 

neglected for most cases.) The information encoded by the aerosol on the 

scattered light is a major avenue of aerosol analysis for particles 

larger than 10~5 cm. 

Multiwavelength radiometers (Shaw, Reagan, and Herman 1973) which 

measure the extinction of the direct solar beam and solar aureole detec

tors have been used to obtain aerosol size distributions which are 

averaged over the entire depth of the atmosphere. 

Within the optically active region (where aerosols scatter light 

appreciably), the size distribution and refractive index are basic param

eters which can be inferred with a polar nephelometer. Typically, the 

terminology "nephelometer" encompasses those devices which determine 

particle size and/or concentration with scattered light. They are small-

scale devices that incorporate their own light source. One group 

includes those instruments which have a wide viewing angle set at a fixed 

position. Both particle counters (Cooke and Kerker 1975) and integrating 

nephelometers (Charlson et al. 1974) fall into this category. A second 

gToup consists of polar nephelometers, which have a small field of view 
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of scatter, but the angle at which the scatter is observed may be 

changed. These instruments typically measure the scatter from a single 

particle like the device marketed by Spectra-Science or from a volume 

element that includes many particles (Pritchard and Elliot 1960; Grams et 

al. 1974). 

Bistatic lidar (Reagan, Herman, and Spiegel 1970) is essentially 

the same principle as the volume-type nephelometer. The measurements are 

taken, however, from scattering volumes which may be kilometers away. 

Lidar has the desirable feature of being able to measure aerosols at 

various heights in the atmosphere, but effects such as extinction due to 

the long light paths and background noise must be dealt with. Also, the 

ability to measure scatter in the forward direction is limited due to the 

geometry of the system. 

A majority of this dissertation's research encompassed the design 

and construction of a volume-type polar nephelometer. Data acquisition 

and analysis of the local (Tucson) aerosol are included to demonstrate 

the application of the instrument and to show its capabilities. To 

assist in future use of the nephelometer, a large portion of the following 

text is devoted to the latter topic. 



CHAPTER 2 

SCATTERING THEORY 

To evaluate a broad aerosol size distribution, it is necessary to 

sample a number of particulates in an unbiased manner. The approach here 

is to measure the light scatter in situ from an air volume large enough 

to contain a statistically significant sample of particles over the range 

of sizes where light scatter is appreciable. The scatter can be divided 

into two separate components for theoretical considerations, molecular 

and particulate. 

Molecular Scatter 

First consider the scatter from the diatomic air molecules which 

is well-known from Rayleigh theory and is easily applied to this case. 

An irradiance scattering equation is represented by 

II = 
s 

JF 

r2 J 
Hi CD 

where JF is the appropriate four-by-four scattering matrix and II has the 

units of power per unit area with the double line notation indicating a 

matrix, r is the distance to the scatterer from the point of detection, 

J[s represents the scattered light vector, and 11̂  designates the inci

dent light vector. Notation equivalence with Hulst (1957, p. 43) may be 

obtained by setting IF = r2 1F
Huist* 

4 



The general scattering matrix for the Rayleigh case as presented 

by Hulst (1957, p. 80) and reiterated by Goody (1964, p. 294) is substi

tuted into equation 1, yielding 

H 
"(2A+3B)cos20+A-B A-B 0 0 

Xr _ 
A-B (3A+2B) 0 0 xr 

U . *J r2 0 0 (2A+3B)cos0 0 U 

V . s 
0 0 0 5Bcos0_ v _ 

The incident and scattered light vectors are presented in their standard 

Stokes polarization notation. Ij and I- are the parallel and perpendic

ular irradiances of the beam referenced to the plane that contains the 

incident and scattered light vectors. U is a measure of the plane of 

polarization, and V describes the ellipticity of the beam. An alternate 

representation uses I = Ij + I* for the first element and Q = Ij - I* for 

the second. X is the wavelength of the incident light, 0 is the 

scattering angle (see Fig. 1), and A and B are parameters which arise due 

to polarizability of the nonspherical molecules. The nonspherical effect 

is dealt with by averaging over all possible orientations. Averaging 

applies quite well to the cases for nitrogen or air near standard 

temperature and pressure since very large numbers of molecules are in 

even the minimum scattering volume of the instrumental arrangement. In 

order to establish the proper procedure for manipulating the scattering 

matrix into the desired format, a simplified case that has a known result 

will be calculated first. 
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Ig = scattered light 

1̂  = incident light 

0 = the scattering angle 

Fig. 1. Scattering Angles. 

<j> is the azimuth angle of the scattered vector projected onto 
the transverse plane of the incident light and is measured from 
an arbitrarily chosen axis in the transverse plane. 



Unpolarized Light Case 

Assume that the incident light is unpolarized with Stokes corapo-

11 T 
nents [y Io, j *()> °> 0]̂  anc* witl1 total irradiance Iq. The superscript, 

T, indicates the transpose of the vector which is listed to save space. 

Using equation 2, the scattered components are given by 

h 

U 

V 

8̂ I0 

r2Xk 

so 

(2A+3B)cosz0+2A-2B 

4A+B 

0 

0 

(3) 

where subscript, o, refers to the unpolarized incident light case. Con

sidering only the irradiance components from equation 3, one obtains 

(If + v 
8ir 

so 
X**r2 

{(2A+3B)COS20 + 6A - B}I0 . C4) 

To remove the A and B terms and put this into measurable quantities 

requires some manipulation. The scattering cross-section per molecule, 

Cg, is related to IF by the scattering phase function, IP, through 

IF = 
C IP 
s 
4tt 

C5) 

P is a normalized quantity such that 

C = / F_dn 
3 a 1 

(6) 
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where Fj represents the irradiance components of IF. Substituting the 

values of F̂  for the unpolarized case (as represented by equation 4) into 

equation 6 yields 

Cso = ff ~ C(2A+3B)COS29 + 6A - B)sin0ded<|> . (7) 

By integrating over 4ir, this simplifies to 

Cso - f (t-F 5A • C8' 

Averaging for random orientation of the molecules can be shown to yield 

3|e|2 = 5A + 10B (9) 

where the molecular polarizability, e, is about 2 x 10~30 m3 (Collis 

1969, p. 152). By combining equations 8 and 9, one finds 

C = — 
SO 3 

3A .2 
A+2B 

e2 . (10) 

Next, a dimensionless quantity, A, called the depolarization may be 

defined using the asymmetry factors A and B where 

A = 4A+B6 = ("See page 13") * 

Equation 11 may be used to remove the A and B factors from equation 10, 

giving 

_ 8ir f2ir*| ^ 2 T6+3A] 
Cso = - [— e \p7l\ ' Cl2) 



Since the polarizability, e, is related to the index of refraction, m, 

through the relationship 

m = 1 + 2irNe (13} 

where N is the number of molecules per unit volume, equation 12 may be 

modified to 

c = 32ir3 Cm-l)2 

30 " 3A* N2 

6+3 A 
6-7A 

(14) 

This C agrees with Penndorf (1957). Since C has been determined in 
so so 

measurable terms, the next step is to get an angular dependence through 

the evaluation of |P. 

Define IF1 such that 

» • N IF' - 4T lP 
(15) 

From equations 5 and 8 one finds that for unpolarized light 

ip - —§2— 
1 o 3(4tt) 

f 2irl 
(5A) |P (16) 

Combining equations 15 and 16 results in 

lpo - I5a «" • C17) 

By inserting IF1 from equation 2 and substituting in A, an angular for

mulation is obtained with 
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IP. = 3(4A+B) 
10A 

(1-A)cos20 + 
A A 
2 2 

A 
2 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 (1-A)cos0 0 

0 0 (l-2A)cos0 

(18) 

11 T 
Since tl̂  = Io> J Iq' ôr t"ie case, |PQ may be 

simplified to 

P = 
o 2(2+A) 

(l + A + (1-A)cos20} (19) 

where 

4A+B _ _1_ 
10A " 2+A 

(20) 

This solution is verified by the criteria of normalization on P alluded 

to previously where 

PTdn 
f -7— = 1 . 

a 4ir 
(21) 

Now, the irradiance can be written in angular form by substituting in the 

previous results, yielding 

C P (9) 

,-w= -T^r-10 • 
(22) 

• 1 (Si) ickr (î ci-Ajcosaeu,,, (23) 
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and finally, 

I (0) 
sov = ̂ ^^Tr7K) {1+A+tt-A;)cos2e}i0 . (24) 

xkT2 N2 (6-7AD 

A frequent additional step is the substitution of (m2-l)2/4 as an approxi

mation of (m-1)2. This result for unpolarized light is used to verify 

the more general procedure which follows. 

General Case 

Starting with the general scattering relation, recall that 

!F |I. 
a = ± 

r2 

2ir 
X 

(4A+B1 

(l-A)cos20+y j 

A 
2 

0 

0 

1 "I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(1-A)cos0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

h 

I-
r 

U 

V „ 

(25) 

From equations 20, 9, and 11, it follows that 

10A _ 2 f3e25A ] _ 2e2 f6+3A 
4 2+A 2+A |5A+10Bj 2+A [i 6-7A 

(26) 

Substituting equation 26 into equation 25 produces 

ffs " 
2tt] 4 2e2 

r2(2+A) 

6+3A 
6-7A 

IF" FF. (27) 

where IF" represents the four-by-four matrix in equation 25. By using e 

as represented in equation 13, equation 27 becomes 
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n; = (m-l)23 ip„ p. 
xltr2N2 C6-7A) * Ui 

(28) 

This gives the same result as before if the incident light is unpolarized 

and, therefore, equation 28 is verified. 

The IQUV form of Stokes notation is more desirable for the work 

to follow. The transformation to this form starts by finding the I- and 

Ij components of the scattered light given by 

(1-A)cos20+ 

A 
2 

A A 7 

2 2 

1 -

CC1-MCOS26H- |)IJ T | IJ_' 

f  va" H 
Js 

(29) 

Therefore, 

Y "IF1? "( (1 -A) COS20+A) I* +IA 
i ri 

A B* 

Q 

s s 

(1-A)COS20Ia +(A-1)IA 
I ri 

C D 

I A +1 A 

h ri 

:1 -Ir xi i 

(30) 

Replacing (1-A)cos20+A with (A-l)sin20+l and solving for ABCD gives 

V -

j (A-l)sin20+l J (A-l)sin20 

y (A-l)sin20 (A-l)sin20+l-A 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(1-A)cos0 0 

0 (l-2A)cos0 

(31) 
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where Q indicates that the alternate terminology is in use. ffs is 

changed from a per molecule basis in equation 28 to a per unit volume 

notation, giving 

8ir2(m -1)23NV 
, = 1 n̂" ff- (32) 

SV AV2N 2(6-74) Q 1 

where the t subscript indicates standard values. Finally, pressure and 

temperature corrections are necessary to obtain 

24ir2(m -l)2VpT 
IE = IF." H. . (33) 
sv X»r2NtC6-74)ptT Q 1 

Constants required in the scattering equation include 

A . = .01 and X = .5145 x 10-lf cm 
axr 

in addition to standard temperature, pressure, molecular concentration, 

and index of refraction for air which are listed as 

T = 288 K , p = 1013.25 mb , 

N = 2.54743 x 1019 cm"3 , and m = 1.0002786 . 
w t 

Depolarization' 

This theoretical Rayleigh scatter development assumes that the 

central Rayleigh line and the Raman rotational lines are included in the 

scattered intensity. If a bandpass filter is used on the detector, it is 

necessary to check whether part of the Raman rotational spectrum has been 
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T ® 
excluded which invalidates the use of the p term (see p. 8). A 10A 

bandpass removes most of the line so that pu /3 is a more appropriate 

term for A (Hill and Hartley 1974; Weber et al. 1967). Table 1 (Rowell, 

Barrett, and Aval 1971; Kasten 1968) lists the depolarization values for 

various gases. 

Table 1. Depolarization Values. 

v = vertical polarization of incident 
light. 

u = unpolarized incident light. 
c = center of line only. 
T = total line (center and Raman 

rotational). 

ioopv
T IOOPVC lOOpJ 

N2 1.05 0.31 2.08 

02 2.96 0.78 5.99 

A 0 0 0 

air 1.44 0.41 2.95 

Aerosol Scatter 

The aerosol contribution to the scattered light is complicated in 

that an aerosol's shape may be highly irregular and its composition may 

be nonhomogeneous. These factors make it difficult to theoretically cal

culate the light scatter from even a single particle. By making the 

appropriate assumptions such as that an effective refractive index holds 

and that the particles behave as spheres, the tractable Mie theory can be 



applied to predict scatter from a collection of particles (Mie 1908). It 

should be noted that for radiative transfer purposes it is not essential 

that the particles be modeled correctly. However, it is necessary that 

the model produce the same effect on the incident radiation field as the 

actual particles do; thus, the reasoning behind such terminology as 

effective index of refraction. 

Digressing, the scatter of light in the far-field using electric 

field components is represented by 

Ei _ 

» • 

s2 s3 {-ikr + ikz} 
e ikr 

Ei (34) 
Sif Sj 

{-ikr + ikz} 
e ikr 

. . S , , i 

where z is the distance along the direction of incident radiation propa

gation from the source to the scatterer, k is the wave number and equals 

2TT/X, and r is the distance from the point of scatter to the point of 

detection. The S's are amplitude functions of angle for a given 

particle. S3 and St* represent interaction between orthogonal components 

of the electric field. For spherical particles as assumed for aerosols 

in this paper and for the i and r directions referenced to the plane of 

scatter, 

S3 = S4 = 0 (35) 

which simplifies the results. Continuing along the lines of Hulst (1957, 

pp. 35-45), the electric field components may be written as 
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« ! . - « * -  c s «  

{-ikr + ikz} 
i 
ri 

E« = S, e x" —±£̂ -E*. . (37) 
£s 1 ikr •»- *• 1 

Define 

A. - S. e '-lfaf* ikz} . (38) 
3 J ikr J 

"k=  W =  K' 2  '  C 3 9 )  

1 
skj = 2 CAjV + vy) = Sjk ' 311(1 (40) 

Djk " 7 <AjV " Vj*> - " "kj ' C41) 

Consider an irradiance component E£sE£s*' Using equations 37, 38, and 

39, one finds 

|Si|2E-2 
E- E- * = — = |AI|2E-.2 = MI E-.2 (42) 
rs rs 2̂r2 ri 1 rx J 

(Note: SJSJ* has been defined as Mj by some individuals supposedly using 

Hulst's notation.) Various combinations of these coefficients such as Mj 

may be arranged into a general transformation matrix for describing the 

effect of some scattering medium on the incident field represented by 

Stokes notation. This yields a scattering matrix, 
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1 
2 
(M2+M3+Mit+M1) 

1 
2 
(Mz-Ms+M̂ -Mx) s23+s»tl -D23-Ditl 

r2 1 
2 
(M2+M3-Mif-Mi) 

1 
2 
CM2-M3̂ +M!) s23-s41 -D23+D41 

S24+S31 S24-S3i S21+S3it -D21+D34 

D2tf+D3i 02̂ -̂ 31 D2i+D3̂  

(43) 

Expansion of the incident light vector in terms of electric field compo

nents will readily verify this matrix. The spherical case will only con

tain the 1 and 2 combinations from the general matrix, so equation 43 may 

be simplified to 

1Fq = r2 

|CM2+MI) 

o 

0 

yCMz-Mx) 0 

0 

0 

S2i 

D21 

0 

i(M2-Ml) j(M2+Ml) 0 0 

-D2I 

S21 

(44) 

Reexpansion in terms of the S factors for p yields the configuration 

of equation 45 (see next page). Designate the bracketed portion of equa

tion 45 as (where the subscript refers to the aerosol), and the 

scattered irradiance for the aerosol becomes 

sv 
V hh 

k2r2 
(46) 

which has equation 32 as its molecular counterpart. 



\ (SISI*+S2S2*) 

I (SzSẑ SiSi*) 

0 

\ (Ŝ -Ŝ j*) 

J (SISI*+S2S2*) 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 

| (S1S2*+S2S1*) 

\ (Ŝ -̂SjSz*) 

i (Ŝ -SzSi*) 

i- (S1S2*-S2S1*) 

(45) 

oo 
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Total Scatter 

The complete theoretical representation of the scattered light is 

found by combining the molecular and aerosol parts from equations 33 and 

46, giving 

tt3V 

24̂ ^̂  r „ | *2NASA 

A4N. (6-7A) pt T Q 4TT2 
t. . (47, 

The molecular scattering matrix also could have been derived by starting 

with the electric field notation, similarly to the aerosol case. However, 

the literature is consistent on this derivation so that it is unnecessary 

to present the procedure here. 

Due to the averaging and symmetry considerations made earlier, 

the theoretical scatter is independent of the azimuthal angle and is only 

a function of the scattering angle (see Fig. 1). Even more generally, one 

can observe that the Mie scatter angular variation is similar to the 

Rayleigh pattern for particles whose radius is somewhat smaller than the 

incident light's wavelength. Unfortunately, this means that there is no 

size information from small particle angular scatter. Larger particles 

(Fig. 2) do have distinct scattering patterns, however, which make sizing 

possible as varies with both particle size and angle. 

Although a scattering theory has been developed for ellipsoids, 

it is doubtful if any benefit can be derived by using it as aerosols are 

no more a specific ellipsoidal shape than they are spheres. The major 

disadvantage of increased difficulty in handling the general ellipsoidal 

theory removes it from serious consideration as an alternative. 
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Fig. 2. Angular Intensity Scattering Pattern for Mie Particles. 



CHAPTER 3 

NEPHELOMETER DESIGN 

Mie theory predicts some fraction of the incident energy at a 

specific wavelength for a given particle size and refractive index is 

scattered into a given direction. Due to previously discussed symmetry, a 

single 0 to 180 degree sweep totally characterizes a particulate's 

scattering pattern. Accordingly, if the scattered light is measured at a 

series of angles, information could be obtained about the particle's index 

of refraction and size. 

In Chapter 2, it was shown that there are four unknowns in the 

Mie scattering matrix. Since each measurement of the scattered irradiance 

gives a single equation with four unknowns, four independent measurements 

allow the solution of the scattering matrix at a given angle. 

Consider the polar nephelometer which measures light scatter as a 

function of angle. Outside air with its particules is continuously drawn 

through the enclosed system by an exhaust fan (Fig. 3). In order to keep 

the nephelometer relatively compact, a folded light path is used from the 

laser to the scattering region. The 5145 K line of a pulsed argon laser 

provides the light source, so that essentially only a single wavelength is 

scattered from the air. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used to detect 

the irradiance of light scattered by the molecules and aerosols in the 

field of view of the receiver optics at a given scattering angle (Fig- 4). 
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This allows sufficient gain so that the weak scatter is above the noise 

level. The scattering angle may be varied over a wide range (2 to 178 

degrees), but at any one setting, only a narrow range of ± .25 degrees of 

scatter is observed. The remaining variables are physical parameters of 

the aerosol itself. Only by producing a monodisperse homogeneous aerosol 

of stable concentration may these final factors be removed. 

Normalization 

For accurate scattering measurements, a number of calibration 

factors must be considered. The PMT integrator is gated on the laser 

pulse to avoid integrating only noise during the off cycle of the laser. 

As many pulses as desired may be used to improve the signal to noise ratio 

since the voltage on the integrator is proportional to the light scattered 

onto the PMT. An LED acts as a stable light source for calibration of the 

PMT gain which varies (particularly for a change in supply voltage). The 

LED is mounted in optical contact with the PMT and produces a pulse 

between laser pulses which is gated and integrated in a fashion similar to 

the signal. The LED is temperature-controlled at 50 degrees centigrade 

with a heater so that its output will remain virtually constant. The 

laser power monitor (PM) signal is likewise integrated so that any changes 

in energy incident on the scattering volume can be determined. (Attenua

tion by the scatterers is assumed negligible for purposes of this measure

ment.) Since this monitor signal is large, a silicon photodiode, which 

does not experience the same variability of sensitivity as a PMT, is used 

as a detector. Noise is cancelled as well as possible by zeroing the 

integrators without incident light. The PMT integrator voltage (I.V.) is 
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subsequently modified during analysis to account for changes in PMT 

sensitivity and laser energy (Pigs. 5 and 6), producing a 

Modified PMT IV = (PMT of pulses) 
MOttinea rai i.v. (PM I.V.) (LED I.V.) * 

(The number of pulses must be included in the numerator as all three 

integrators are affected equally by pulse number.) 

Next, the measured light scatter is corrected for changes in the 

scattering volume with angle, in sensitivity of the detector with distance 

and angle off axis, and in laser irradiance axially. This is accomplished 

by multiplying the relative incident laser energy times the relative 

detector sensitivity for each small volume element within the scattering 

volume and summing these for each angle. The correction curve for these 

combined factors is shown in Fig. 7 and closely follows sec 0. All values 

are normalized to the 90° scattering volume, yielding 

Z v.(90°) 
-j J 

Normalized PMT I.V. = ̂ —̂Mod. PMT I.V. (49) 
L V. I.HJ 
j J 

where v̂ . is the (laser energy)̂ , times (detector sensitivity)̂ . for the 

volume element j. If P(0), the scattering phase function, varies signifi

cantly over a given scattering volume, the problem is not as straightfor

ward. Since the most rapid changes in P(0) normally occur near forward 

scatter, a check is made by finding if 
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P(0) E v. ~ 1 

3 3 

(50) 

at those angles. If equation 50 holds, then P(0) £ v. may be used as an 
j 3 

adequate approximation where P(0) is calculated at the angle of the 

central volume element. The normalized PWT I.V. is proportional to 

8SP(0), the volume scattering cross-section times the phase function. The 

values are different for aerosols and molecules so using a constant G 

which accounts for the terms in common gives 

only nitrogen for a scatterer, the value of G may be solved as P̂  and ggm 

are determined from Rayleigh theory and is zero. For the case of 

aerosols and molecules, the value of $spPpi nay be determined once G is 

known. After finding an inversion procedure, to be discussed 

later, is employed to evaluate the aerosol size distribution. 

Scattering Matrix Geometry 

Scattered Light Form 

The specifics of the scattering geometry require careful atten

tion. Consider a scattering situation such that the plane of scatter pro

vides a base for determining all previous and subsequent angles as repre

sented in Fig. 8. In Chapter 2, an irradiance scattering relation was 

developed with 

NPMT I.V. = GC6sAPAC6) * ssmPmtej) . CS1) 

Pure nitrogen gas can be introduced into the nephelometer. With 
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Fig. 8. Scattering Geometry. 

The 1 and r directions refer to the parallel and perpendicular components in the a 

transverse plane of the light as referenced to the scattering plane (i.e., 1̂  and ls lie 
in the plane determined by 1̂  and Is). 
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It = 
sv 

30 
sm 

8tt(2+A) 

i (A-l)sin20+l \ (A-l)sin2e 

1 (A-l)sin20 (| sin20-l)(A-l) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(1-A)cos0 

(l-2A)cos0 

sA 
4ir 

X y 0 0 

y X 0 0 

0 0 z -w 

0 0 w z 

2- 11. (52) 

where IP̂  is the simplified four-by-four aerosol matrix. A polarizer is 

used in front of the receiving optics so that w and z appear in the 

irradiance measurement. The general polarizer matrix is (Shurcliff 1966, 

p. 167) 

1 cos2i|) sin2i|) 0 

cos2i|» cosz2t|j cos2ij) sin2i|j 0 

sin2ijj cos2t|) sin2i|j sin224» 0 

0 0 0 0 

where ip is the angle of the transmission axis from £ axis measured in the 

transverse plane (Fig. 9). All that is measured by the PMT is the total 

irradiance, I (or Î +Ij), so this simplifies the multiplication of the 

matrix terms for aerosol scatter to 



Fig. 9. Polarizer Angle Geometry. 
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Isv = K[Polarizer] IPA (L = K( j [x+ycos2i|>]Ii 

+ [y+xcos2i|t]Q̂  + j [zsin2ip]lL - y [wsin2iJ>]V.) 

(53) 

where K is Bŝ V/4irr2 as shown in equation 52. In a similar manner, the 

I value for molecular scatter may be found. Subtracting the molecular 

scatter from both sides of equation 51 and substituting in the new values 

yields 

NPMT - G 
[24ir2Cmt-l)2 

A**Nt(6-7A) 
-rj { '•T (A-l)sin20+l 

+ cos2i|»( y (A-l)sin20)]]\ + [ (A-l)sin26 

+ cos2iH( y sin20-l) (A-l) + [sin2i{»(l-A)cos0]Uj J-

0sA 
= G { [x+ycos2i|i]Î  + [y+xcos2i|>]Q̂  

+ (zsin2ip)lh - [wsin2i{i]V̂ } (54) 

where NPMT is defined by equation 49. Since it is possible to set the 

polarizer at any angle, a judicious choice of ij> = 45° changes equation 54 

to 
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NPMT - G { 
24i:2(mt-l)2pTt 

} {[ \ CA-l)sin29+l]I.. 
X4Nt(6-7A)ptT 

+ [ j CA-lDsin̂ lQj + (1-A)cos0 IL} 

(55) 

At a given scattering angle, the incident light vector, IL, is 

changed to four different polarizations. Consequently, IÎ  must be 

determined for the various cases. 

Incident Light Form 

The light leaves the laser linearly polarized (Fig. 10). A 

polarization rotator is used to change the angle of linear polarization 

to any desired value. A -wave plate may be inserted into the optical 

path to change the polarization to circular. Successive prisms coinci-

dentally change the beam to an elliptical polarization if it is not 

already elliptically polarized. Subsequently, as was previously men

tioned, some light scatters from an air volume and passes through a 

polarizer which is set at a given angle. The detector then gives a 

reading of the transmitted irradiance after the light passes through some 

additional optical components which have no effect on "I." 

The first optical element the light encounters after leaving the 

laser is a prism. When using angles of internal reflection greater than 

the critical angle, the prism fits into the category of a retarder in 

that the irradiance and the degree of polarization in theory are not 
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changed. The Fresnel rhomb is a good example of a practical application 

of this phenomenon. 

The retardance, <5, is defined as the relative degree of retarda

tion between the two components, perpendicular and parallel. Both compo

nents are retarded zero degrees at the critical angle and 180° at 90° 

reflection. The retardance is therefore zero at these two points and 

reaches a maximum of about 45° for glass, n = 1.5 (Pig* H)• Errors in 

positioning the prisms will cause errors in the prediction of the 

retardance. This can be limited by using prisms with an index of refrac

tion such that the peak phase retardation (where the relative phase 

changes are least sensitive to scattering angle) occurs at the angle of 

reflection used (Table 2). For the prisms in this experiment 6 = 40° 

(Jenkins and White 1957, pp. 512-515). 

Table 2. Prism Retardance. 

n 
5 

(for 45° reflection) 
Error in 5 

(for ±1° in position) 

1.5 36.88° +3.0° 
-4.4° 

1.6 50.13° +1.0° 
-1.5° 

1.7 58.05° +0.18° 
-0.36° 

1.732+ (/3) 60.0° +0.12° 
-0.12° 
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-The general retarder matrix is 

Qzsin;î - -U2sin2̂ - +cos2y 

2QUsin2 j 

2Usmy cos— 

0 

2QUsin2 j 

-Q2sin|- +U2sin2y +cos2y 

-2Qsiny cos-

o„ • « 5 
-2Usm̂ - cosj 

™ . 6 S 
2Qsmj cosy 

2cos2 -1 

where [I, Q, U, V] is the normalized fast eigenvector of the retarder. 

The normalized fast eigenvector is represented by a Stokes vector of unit 

irradiance which is linearly polarized in the direction of least phase 

retardation through a retarder. The perpendicular component is the fast 

one through the prism (above the critical angle) due to the phase change 

6̂ >6a. For the geometry at the first prism (Fig. 10), the fast eigen-

T T 
vector is [1, 0, 1, 0] and the incident light is [1, 0, -1, 0] . Matrix 

multiplication produces no change in the output light vector as shown by 

the following: 

26 • 2 <S cosz -sin"1 — 
2 2 

0 

2sin — cos — 
2 2 

0 

J* J* 
-2sin 2- cos — 

2 2 

0 

2cos2 4 -1 

'l
—1 

1 

0 0 

-1 -1 

0 

0
 1 

(56) 

In order to find the effect of the next component, a polarization 

rotator, a rotator matrix is necessary (Chandrasekhar 1960, p. 34; 

Shurcliff 1966, p. 116). "I" and "V" are invariant for a rotation of 

axes whereas, 



Q1 = Q cos 2<j) + U sin 2<J> and (57) 

U' = -Q sin 2<J> + U cos 2<J> (58) 

where <{> is the angle of rotation (Fig. 12). Therefore, the rotator 

matrix becomes 

(R = 

0 

cos 2<p 

sin 2tf> 

0 

0 

-sin 2<j> 

cos 2$ 

0 

(59) 

and 

iR p = 

1 

sin 2 

-cos 2 

0 

(60) 

The sign of <j> is reversed from the rotation matrices listed in the 

references due to the beam being rotated instead of the axes. 

The next element in the optical path is a quarter-wave plate 

whose matrix representation is 

0 

cosz28 

cos20sin20 

sin20 

0 

cos20sin20 

sin220 

-cos20 

0 

-sin20 

cos 20 

0 
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r 
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Fig. 12. Polarization Rotator Angle. 

The angle, <f>, of the rotator is measured from the i axis and 

is positive in the direction shown. The rotator is initially 
aligned so that when <{> is zero no change in the beam 
polarization occurs. 
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where 0 is the angle of the fast axis of the plate as measured from the 

£ axis as before (Shurcliff 1966, p. 169). With the plate inserted in 

the optical path, the transmitted light becomes 

1 

sin2<f>cos220 - cos2<f>cos20sin20 

sin2(jicos20sin20 - cos2<|>sin220 

sin2<|>sin20 + cos2<J>cos20 

Since the nephelometer is automated to insert or remove the quarter-wave 

plate from the light path, the polarization form represented by equation 

60 is also possible at this point. Redesignate the two possible forms as 

III. Ql, Ui, V!]t. 

T 
Continuing, the fast eigenvector for prism #2 is [1, 0, -1,0] . 

Multiplying the appropriate retarder matrix for prism #2 times the 

incident light yields 

1 0 0 0 lfli] T Ii 

0 coŝ l* -sin2!* 0 2sin-|cos|- Qi Qi (cos2y -sin2|-)+Vi (2sin|cos-|) 

0 0 1 0 Ui Ui 

0 -2sin|cos|- 0 c°s2|- -sin2|- Vj -Qi (2sin|cos|)+Vi (cos2|- -sin2|) 

(61) 

T 
For prism #3, the fast eigenvector is [1, 1, 0, 0] . Then, by 

using the appropriate retarder matrix times the transmitted light from 

equation 61, one finds 



r1 0 

0 1 

0 0 

~ 0 

0 0 Il 

0 0 Ql(cos2f -sin2~)+Vl(2sin~os~) 
~ -~ 2 . 0 0 ul cos -s1n s1n~os2 2 2 

2 . 0 0 - s1n~os-2 2 
2cos2i -1 

2 -Ql(2si~os~)+V 1 (cos 2~ -sin2~) 

r 
Il 

Q1(cos 2~ -sin2~)+Vl(2sin~os~) 
= 

U1(cos2~ -sin2~)+2sin~os~[-QI(2sin~os~)+Vl(2cos2 ~ -l)]J 

-U12sin~os~ +(2cos2~ -l)[-QI(2sin%cos~)+Vl(2cos2 ~ -1)] 

(62) 

This is the form of the incident light on the scattering volume. 

Caution must be exercised in determining the effects of various 

optical components on the light due to notational inconsistencies. For 
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example, with the light coming towards an observer looking down the axis 

of propagation, right circularly polarized light will cause a clockwise 

rotation of the E vector with time at a given point (even though the so-

called snapshot pictures frequently depict a counterclockwise screw move-

ment along Z) (Clarke 1974). The ultimate check, however, on whether a 

transformation matrix performs satisfactorily is to verify its effect on 

four independent light forms (e.g., (1) unpolarized, (2) horizontal 

linearly polarized, (3) 45° linearly polarized, and (4) right circularly 

polarized light). 
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The problem now becomes one of choosing values of polarization 

rotator angle, <j>, and quarter-wave plate angle, 0, which will give four 

independent incident light polarizations and therefore allow a unique 

solution for the aerosol scattering matrix elements. For simplicity, 

consider the values of 0°, 45°, and 90° for <|>. The independency of these 

polarizations is obvious by examining their Stokes vectors (Table 3). 

Table 3. Polarized Incident Light Vectors. 

* 0° 45° to
 
o
 0 90° to
 
o
 0 

0 out out out arbitrary 0° 

II 1 1 1 1 1 

Qi 0 1 0 cos20sin20 0 

Ul -1 0 1 sin 20 0 

Vl 0 0 0 -cos20 -1 

There is not a fourth angle to set the rotator to obtain a unique solu

tion for the aerosol matrix elements without using the quarter-wave 

plate. Letting <f> be 90 degrees and 0 be arbitrary for the fourth case 

permits a solution as long as cos20 is not zero. A 0 value of 0 degrees 

is satisfactory as the requirement is only that Vj be nonzero. 

If possible, it would simplify the situation greatly if the 

rotator and quarter-wave plate along with a polarizer preceding them were 

placed after prism #3. In lieu of this, significant improvement in 

systematic errors could be achieved by using flint glass (n = 1.73) for 
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prisms #2 and #3. As shown in Table 2, this would lessen the error in 

determining 6 by a factor of more than 10. Presently, due to the error 

involved in setting the prism angles, accuracy is improved by actually 

measuring the beam's output polarization instead of using the calculated 

values. Additionally, there is an error due to 6 changing during opera

tion which would be lessened with flint glass. 

Summary 

In summary, this instrument evaluates the aerosol characteristics 

through the determination of the scattering matrix at a given angle. The 

matrix is measured by automatically cycling the polarization of the laser 

light source through four different settings at the scattering angle. In 

the automated operation mode, measurements at successive scattering 

angles separated by 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 degrees are made starting with 178 

degrees scatter. Some other distinct characteristics of the system 

follow: 

1. Only one polarization is incident on the PMT to eliminate 

polarization sensitivity. 

2. A temperature-controlled LED is used as a gain monitor for 

the PMT. 

3. The system is automated for data acquisition. 

4. A small detector unit allows easy angular rotation for changing 

the scattering angle. 

5. An effective light trap (made of flat polished absorbing glass) 

for the unscattered part of the laser beam allows large 

scattering angle measurements. 



6. A pulsed laser is used so that peak power is high for a good S/N 

ratio while the laser itself is small and air-cooled. 

Additional information on the alignment, operation, and elec

tronic sequencing of the nephelometer is fovmd in Appendices A and B. 



CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS 

During the operation of the nephelometer, the integrator voltages 

and scattering angle are digitized by a four and one-half digit auto-

ranging multichannel voltmeter, then punched onto paper tape. The tape 

is used to create either a card deck or magnetic tape file. The data are 

then read into a computer program which solves for the four matrix 

elements for each angle by simultaneous equations with the four incident 

light forms. 

Size Distribution Estimates 

An estimate of the size distribution and refractive index can be 

made by comparing these matrix elements with ones produced by theoretical 

size distributions for various indices of refraction. A library data set 

on magnetic tape was created using Dave's (1968) subroutine for 

scattering by a sphere. Matrix elements were recorded for 500 size 

parameters [0.3(0.2)100.1] at every integral angle [0(1)180] of scatter 

for all combinations of five typical real indices of refraction [1.40, 

1.45, 1.50, 1.54, 1.60] and five typical imaginary indices [0.0, -0.003, 

-0.005, -0.01, -0.03]. (The size parameter, a, is 2ir times the particle 

radius divided by the wavelength of the incident light). Subsequently, 

these data were integrated over these sizes for Junge and two-slope size 

45 
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distributions (Pigs- 13-15). The Junge size distributions are calculated 

by setting 

H=Cr~Cv+1) (63) 

where N is the particle number concentration, r is the particle radius, 

C is a normalization value set to give 100 pg/m3 mass loading, and v 

varies from 2.0 to 4.0 in 0.2 steps. The two-slope size distributions 

are calculated by setting 

J L - C  
dr 

1 + (r/rB)V2 

1 + Cr/rA)vl 
(64) 

where all combinations of r̂  = 0.04 ym, r̂  = 0.4 and 1.0 ym, Vj = 2.0, 

3.0, and 4.0, and V2 = 0.0, 1.0, and 1.5 are used. 

Comparisons are made between these size distributions and real 

data by allowing the mass loading to vary to give a best least squares 

fit. The quality of the fit is evaluated by the size of H, given by 

H = Z 0̂  - Cd.)2 (65) 
i 

where ? is evaluated as Ed.b./Ed.2 for minimum H and functions as a mass 
•  1 1 * 1  
X 1 

loading adjustment to obtain the best fit. b̂  is the observed aerosol 

scattering matrix elements, and d̂  is the corresponding theoretical 

matrix element normalized for 100 pg/m3. Biasing of the data according 

to scattering volume is also used. Outside the range of the size 

parameters on tape, the number concentrations are inadequate (for any 
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realistic size distribution and visible wavelengths of light) to affect 

the observed scatter and are neglected. The tabulated comparison̂  are 

evaluated to find the best least sqviares fit with reasonable mass loading 

and to observe any tendencies such as sensitivity to the parameters that 

are varied. 

Due to the similarity of many of the kernels, little information 

is gained by using a complete range of angles to obtain a size distribu

tion. The additional time involved in making excessive measurements can 

also be detrimental due to possible changes in the sampled aerosol. 

Therefore, consideration should be given to which angles are most 

critical. Angles where the scattered light is minimal have more error 

and should be avoided. Also, angles where the scattered irradiance 

changes very quickly are affected more by positioning error in the detec

tor. By considering Pinnick, Carroll, and Hofmann's C1976) an̂  others' 

work, one finds that, for larger nonspherical aerosols, Mie theory holds 

best for angles less than about 30 to 50 degrees. Smaller aerosols (as 

they approach the Rayleigh regime) follow Mie theory quite well. This 

leads one to inspect where the larger aerosols contribute to the scatter. 

By looking at Figs. 16 and 17, one observes that the difference due to 

the large aerosols is limited mainly in the forward few degrees. This 

not only implies that theory may hold better for a typical aerosol size 

distribution than for single large aerosol studies, but that if one 

desires information content from the larger aerosols, measurements must 

be made in the forward direction or negligible information above 1 vim is 

obtained for typical size distributions. 
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Fig. 16. Scattering Element S21 Integrated over a Junge Size Distribu
tion for Two Particle Size Ranges. 
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Fig. 17. Scattering Element M2 Integrated over a Junge Size Distribution 
for Two Particle Size Ranges. 
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Inversion Technique 

Continuing with the final step, the inversion method is consid

ered. The application of inversion techniques for indirect sensing has 

been a region of expanding activity over the last fifteen years since 

computer development has made the necessary manipulations tractable. 

Early techniques included the constrained linear inversion which was 

applied by Twomey to extract vertical temperature profiles in the atmo

sphere. Twomey's linear method has been used extensively by Herman, 

Browning, and Reagan (1971) with success in the analysis of atmospheric 

particulates from multiwavelength radiometer data and bistatic lidar 

data. 

A nonlinear algorithm was developed by Chahine which essentially 

assumed delta functions for kernels but acquired inherent instabilities 

due to increased high frequency content when measurements were numerous. 

Chahine's algorithm was modified by Twomey (1975) to include the entire 

nonzero region of the kernel. This eliminated the detrimental factor of 

superfluous data and, in fact, caused the inversion to improve with addi

tional data due to an effective decrease in measurement error. 

Due to the nonlinear inversion's proven ability to cope with 

errors on the order of ten percent, it was chosen to apply to the 

aerosol size distribution problem. The iterative algorithm is 

f' (r) = 1 + 
g(s) 

ff°(r)k(r,s)dr 
- 1 

k(r,s) 
k(s) 

max 
£°(r) (66) 



where f°(r) is the initial size distribution, k(r,s) is the kernel value, 

g(s) is the actual measured scattering matrix element, and f'(r) is the 

modified size distribution. The variable r refers to the particle radius 

or size parameter, and the variable s refers to a specific matrix 

element measurement. Examination of the kernels shows that a lot of fine 

structure typically occurs (Figs. 18-21). Whereas this might be expected 

to be beneficial for fine resolution, in practice this structure is too 

high a frequency to be effective in improving the inversion accuracy. 

Since atmospheric aerosol size distributions do not seem to have these 

wild oscillations and neither do the observed scattering measurements, 

the fine structure would not seem necessary to resolve that data even if 

it were effectively usable. In fact, it might be desirable to use 

smoothing of the kernel to assist in obtaining a stable solution. The 

power spectra of the kernels (Figs. 22 and 23) also show that the middle 

frequencies are often deficient. This is a strong negative factor in the 

application of scattering kernels to inversion techniques. 

Simple quadrature is used for the integral with the kernels being 

read from magnetic tape. Each data value is successively iterated once 

through all the particle sizes on tape, modifying the size distribution 

according to the kernel's weighting effect. The weighting is scaled to 

less than or equal to one by dividing by the maximum kernel value for a 

particular angle and matrix element. After each unknown in the set has 

been determined from the first iteration, the process is repeated until 

the final distribution is obtained. Although the inversion lends itself 

easily to programming, care is still required in its application. 
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Fig. 18. Weighted Scattering Element M2 for Single Particles. 
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Fig. 23. Power Spectrum of D21 



CHAPTER 5 

ERROR ANALYSIS AND CALIBRATION 

Errors in the determination of size distribution from 

nephelometer data fall into three major categories. Sampling errors are 

caused mainly by obtaining a biased sample of particles. This might 

happen through losses in the sampling tube which channels outside air to 

the nephelometer. However, the sampling tube is eight centimeters in 

diameter to minimize those losses or any contamination by the tube 

itself. The effect of a single large particle which is in the scattering 

volume for only part of the measurements in a set may also produce a 

bias. Forward scattering angles, where the large particles scatter 

strongly, have the larger scattering volumes which tend to offset this 

effect. 

A second category of errors is designated instrumentation errors. 

Scattering angle error is typically less than ±0.1° between the axial 

ray of the detector optics with respect to the axis of the laser beam. A 

detector acceptance angle of ± .25 degrees causes an additional error due 

to a range of accepted light scattering angles. These factors become 

most critical very near forward and backscatter where scattering irra-

diance changes with angle are greatest. Errors due to optical train 

misalignment and PMT nonlinearities are more difficult to assess. 

Measurements of the PMT and integrators show errors of less than 1% for 
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all except minimal measurements such as occur with molecular scatter at 

90 degrees. Optics alignment is somewhat difficult to maintain. 

Although adjustments are made to better than one percent, several percent 

is sometimes measured at subsequent times. 

Finally, data analysis itself has inherent errors. Quadrature 

error and other factors due to data trvmcation are negligible compared to 

other errors. The main problem is the error due to approximating real 

aerosols as Mie particles. This effect could easily be ten percent and 

dominate the other errors, but no evaluation is attempted here. 

To verify the proper operation of the system and to calibrate the 

nephelometer, the system was sealed and flushed with filtered air, then 

nitrogen gas. This procedure lowered particulate counts in the 

nephelometer to below the measurable level of an expansion-type counter 

(less than fifty particles per cubic centimeter). Measurements of 

scatter that were subsequently taken showed reasonable agreement with the 

expected molecular scatter (Figs. 24 and 25). Errors of one to two per

cent were observed at angles near forward and backscatter. These 

increased to five to ten percent near 90 degrees. These values are felt 

to be sufficiently accurate as multiple measurements can average out the 

error significantly for calibration purposes. Also, since the problem is 

one of signal to noise and since aerosol scatter is significantly greater 

in the forward direction which is of primary interest, aerosol measure

ment errors less than one percent could be obtained. Production of a 

homogeneous monodisperse aerosol and subsequent calibration of the 

instrument is the ultimate system check but is left for future work. The 
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absolute magnitude of aerosol measurements are determined by the system 

calibration constant obtained with the known magnitude of molecular 

scatter from theoretical considerations. Further calibration with freon 

and helium would be beneficial. 



CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

Inversion of Theoretical Data 

Initial runs of the inversion program were made on data generated 

from Mie theory to establish the accuracy of the inversion with 

scattering kernels. The nephelometer measures the irradiance of light 

scatter which is a function of the particles' scattering cross-sections 

times their concentrations. It was necessary to weight the scattering 

kernels according to an initial, first guess size distribution to obtain 

reasonable results. Otherwise, there was a strong tendency for the 

inversion to adjust the large particle concentrations to the point of 

instability. The runs were made using only the M2 and Ml elements from 

five forward angles and two backward angles. Care must be used in 

applying inversions to the S21 and D21 elements as it is possible for the 

theoretical and measured values to be of opposite sign due to errors in 

the measurements and in the first guess size distribution. This would 

imply a negative particle concentration which is not allowed. Runs were 

made with theoretical data from Junge distributions. A v of two, index 

of 1.54 - .005i, and mass loading of 38 yg/m3 were used as these values 

produced a close fit for one of the real aerosol runs. A method of over-

relaxation was settled upon as the best technique for applying the 

algorithm and has the format 
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f' (r) = {1 + M11} f°(r) (67) 

where 

M = g(s? 

/f° (r)k(r,s)dr 

k(r,s) 
k(s) C68) 

max 

The absolute value of M is raised to the power R, and that quantity takes 

the same positive or negative sign as M. 

Not only did overrelaxation with values of R less than one speed 

up convergence, but it improved the results greatly (Fig. 26). Too large 

of an overrelaxation, however, caused oscillations. A value of 0.7 for R 

produced the best stability and convergence although 0.5 gave the fastest 

convergence. Excessive iterations are not only costly, but tend to pro

duce a more highly structured, atypical size distribution. This is 

avoided by terminating the iterative process after successive iterations 

with less than 0.2 percent improvement in error. The percent RMS error 

(or simply error) is determined by 

error. 
RMS 

E(b.-d.)2 

i 1 1 

Ed.2 
. l 
l 

1/2 

x 100 (69) 

which compares the observed aerosol matrix elements, b̂ , to the theoreti

cal values, d̂ , derived from the inverted size distribution. Frequently 

more iterations were allowed while the best stability criteria were being 

determined. 
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The inversion program was run with theoretical data to observe 

the effect of various size distribution first guesses on the results of 

the inversion. Large differences between the actual and initial guess 

mass loading were difficult for the inversion to handle as no internal 

mass loading adjustment is presently included in the program (Fig. 27). 

However, the trends are unmistakably toward the correct result. Differ

ences between the actual and initial guess v values (Fig. 28) have much 

less effect on the inversion quality. This gives confidence that, if 

desired, an improved first guess iterative technique could be applied to 

correct for the deficiency in the mass loading results. This would then 

produce excellent results independent of the first guess. Examination of 

the region of convergence does show that the scattering is mainly sensi

tive to particles in the 2 x 10 5 to 2 x 10 4 centimeter range and that 

this is the region where results are applicable. 

Random error was added to the theoretical data to observe its 

effect on the inversion. Neither 4 nor 11 percent error had a signifi

cant effect on the inverted size distribution. This result is essential 

to obtaining realistic inversions with experimental data. 

The convergence limit on the error (Fig. 29) was, in fact, 

indicative of the percentage error in the data; however, more study of 

this point is necessary for verification. 

Experimental Results 

After checking the ability of the inversion to reproduce 

theoretical data, actual data were analyzed. Data sets taken with the 

nephelometer in March 1977 are used to present the complete analysis 
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no error in data 
mass loading = 38 yg/m: 
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Fig. 27. Theoretical Size Distribution Inversions for Various Mass 
Loading Initial Guesses. 
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m = 1.54 - .005i 
mass loading = 38 yg/m' 
no error in data 
v = 2.0 

correction solution 

Fig. 28. Theoretical Size Distribution Inversions for Various Junge 
Slope Initial Guesses. 
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procedure. Previous measurements are not used here, because the more 

recent results are felt to be more accurate due to improved measurement 

techniques. On initial examination, the aerosol scattering matrix 

elements were generally observed to behave in a manner consistent with 

expectations. Some S21 and D21 values are questionable due to their 

magnitude or sign; however, these measurements are rarely made experi

mentally so that little data other than theoretical are available to 

check results. 

Curve Fitting 

By comparing the experimental data with the theoretical library 

data as discussed in Chapter 4, a best fit was obtained. Typically, 

about 20 scattering angles with four matrix elements at each angle were 

used. The fit was weighted by the cosecant of the scattering angle to 

allow more bias for larger scattering volumes. After checking the data 

fit with matrix elements produced by both Junge and two-slope size 

distributions and using truncated data sets which excluded measurements 

of smaller magnitude, an estimate for the aerosol size distribution was 

obtained. The nephelometer runs for March 9th were averaged and gave a 

Junge best fit with m = 1.50 - .003i, v = 2.1, and mass loading = 38 

yg/m3. The two-slope best fit for the same data was m = 1.50 - ,003i, 

Vj = 2.0, \>2 = 0, rA = .04 ym, rB = 1.0 ym, and mass loading = 80 yg/m3. 

The mass loading is not extremely critical as the largest 

particles dominate this value while they have much less effect on the 

actual light scatter on which the measurements are based. Another set of 

runs on March 10th was averaged to yield a Junge best fit with 
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m = 1.47 - ,005i, v = 2.0, and mass loading = 47 vg /m3 and a two-slope 

fit with m = 1.50 - .004i, Vj = 2.0, v2 = 0.0, rA = .04 ym, Tg = 1.0 ym, 

and mass loading = 100 pg/m3. Figures 30-32 show typical graphs of the 

experimentally measured matrix elements plotted in comparison with the 

theoretical data produced by the corresponding best fit size distribu

tion. As expected, the curves match closely near the forward direction 

which is where Mie theory is known to hold best and where the strongest 

weighting is placed on the least squares fit. The two-slope and Junge 

distributions which gave the best fits are of similar form over the size 

range of information content. Therefore, the simpler Junge distribution 

was chosen for combining the March data which gave an overall aerosol 

characterization of m = 1.49 - .004i, v = 2.0, and mass loading 

40 yg/m3. 

The strongest sensitivity for the ranges of parameters under con

sideration was observed to be the size distribution slopes. Next in 

importance was the imaginary index, and the least sensitive was the real 

index. 

Inversion of Size Distributions 

Further improvement in the size distribution estimate is 

attempted by using the library data closest to the curve fitting results 

as a first guess for the inversion. Consistent results are obtained by 

the inversion (as shown by Fig. 33 for the March 9th data) even if the 

initial v value is varied above or below the curve fitting results. 

The convergence of the inversion is shown by the RMS error 

smoothly approaching minimum values as the number of iterations increases 
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Fig. 30. M2 Scattering Matrix Element. 
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Fig. 33. Size Distribution Inversions for March 9th Experimental Data. 
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CFig. 34). Even when the initial guess is greatly in error from the 

data, the RMS error iterates down to the 15% range which is representa

tive for all the runs (Fig. 35). Attempts were made to improve the 

minimum RMS error of the iterated inversion by using different indices of 

refraction; however, this exercise just verified the choices of the curve 

matching technique. Probable causes of this large of a convergence limit 

(if it is truly indicative of the experimental error) are covered in the 

error analysis chapter. 

Other inverted size distributions with various initial guesses 

are shown in Figs. 36-39. Twelve inversions were averaged and smoothed 

to obtain a representative inverted size distribution (Fig. 40). The 

results are most closely modeled by a Junge size distribution with m = 

1.50 - .005i, v = 1.8, and mass loading of around 60 yg/m3. The curve is 

purposely truncated so that only the region of sensitivity is shown. A 

maximum aerosol number concentration (or turnover point) of the size 

distribution is not observed since the sensitivity of the kernel drops 

off sharply after 10~5 cm while typical turnover points occur at 10~6 cm. 

In conclusion, the inversion results are not too different from 

the curve fitting results. Both produce size distribution curves which 

tend to be monotonically decreasing with particle size and consistent 

with other observations. 
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Fig. 36. Size Distribution Inversions for March 4th Experimental Data. 
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Fig. 38. Size Distribution Inversions with a v Range of 1.2 to 2.4. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

The system has obtained estimates of aerosol characteristics 

including size distributions and real and imaginary indices of refrac

tion. The data seem reasonable in comparison with other work in this 

field. To achieve a characterization of the ground level Arizona 

aerosol, these measurements should be made routinely over a period of 

time. 

To achieve better data and a more routine operational ability, 

the problems of thermal expansion and lack of rigidity of the 

nephelometer need to be solved. These two factors can be remedied only 

partially with the present design. The thermal effects can be minimized 

by allowing sufficient warm-up time with careful calibration of the 

energy monitor and input light polarization. A lack of consistency in 

the effect of warm-up on these values makes the problem more difficult. 

There seem to be two ways to at least partially rectify the problem. As 

mentioned earlier, the input prisms could be replaced with high index of 

refraction glass to minimize the effect of heating and subsequent expan

sion or the rotator and quarter-wave plate could be placed after the last 

prism. The second possibility is rather impractical in the present 

design. An improved nephelometer design would consist of a more rigid 

skeletal frame instead of the present external box frame. This would 
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allow less weight and easier access to the optical components which are 

presently very tedious to adjust. 

Improvements in the theoretical aspects are presently more diffi

cult to implement. Inherent deficiencies in information content of 

kernels cannot be avoided, only evaluated. Also, the ever-present prob

lem of nonhomogeneous, aspherical particles is still somewhat allusive 

and presents a major constraint on any measurements dependent on Mie 

theory. 



APPENDIX A 

OPERATION AND ELECTRONIC SEQUENCING OF THE NEPHELOMETER 

I. Total Intensity Mode — Single Step Sequence (numbered components 

referred to in this appendix are found listed in the circuit 

diagrams of the instrument). 

A. Switch Positions. 

1. Main ON 

2. ± 15 Volts ON 

3. PMT H-V ON 

4. +50 Volts, +5 Volts ON 

5. Laser ON 

6. Motor (and fan if required) ON 

7. Meter ON 

8. Mode Switch (M-S-SC-A-ST) »S" 

9. Step degrees "I, 2, 4, 8_, and 16_" 

10. Repeat (Out) 

11. Polarization Rotator position "I, 2, 5, or 4]' 

12. Integrate time Select pulse number 

(usually 600). 

13. Zero Signal Integrator [Set monitor on Signal 

Integrator output, 

depress reset and adjust 

to zero drift.] 
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14. Zero Power Monitor [Set monitor on Power 

Monitor out, depress 

reset and adjust to zero 

drift.] 

15. Zero PM Calibrate [Set monitor on PM Cali

brate out, depress reset 

and adjust to zero 

drift. Return Monitor 

to Signal Integrate 

out. ] 

16. LED ON 

B. Operation Sequence — (If carriage is not against the CCW 

(counterclockwise) stop, return to the CCW stop with "Manual" 

and "Manual Reverse") — Press the START switch. 

1. START puts a momentary ground on (1) of IC-1 which causes 

Q to go negative for one second and then positive, giving 

a positive pulse into (9) of IC-2. 

2. (10) and (12) of IC-2 are connected to Q (= 0) of IC-7 so 

that a positive pulse on (9) causes a negative pulse out 

on (8) into (10) of IC-3. 

3. A negative pulse on (10) Ŝ  of IC-3 causes (6) Q to go 

positive and (9) Q to go negative. When (6) goes posi

tive, Qio6 and Q107 turn on, allowing forward motor 

operation. 
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4. The Motor moves until the first commutator strip puts a 

plus voltage into S-IF. A plus pulse is applied to IC-2 

(4 or 5), putting a negative pulse into (5) R̂  of IC-3 

which turns off the forward motor through IC-3 (6) Q. 

5. The plus pulse into S-IF also fires IC-1 through (13) T 

for a 2-second delay before giving a plus pulse from (8) 

Q to IC-9 (1). 

6. The plus pulse into S-IF also goes to IC-9 (13), causing 

a negative out pulse at IC-9 (8) to IC-10 (5) R̂ . 

7. The negative pulse to IC-10 (5) causes IC-10 (6) Q to 

become negative which resets the Signal Integrator, Power 

Monitor, and PM Calibrator from the emitter of Qzo2-

8. From 5 above, the plus pulse into IC-9 (1) gives a nega

tive pulse into IC-10 (10) Ŝ . Reset is terminated by 

IC-10 (6) Q going positive. Reactivation of the inte

grators along with a timing pulse from the calibration 

circuitry gives a low to IC-11 (10) Ŝ . The positive 

pulsing of Q opens the pass JFETS to permit the pulsing 

of the Burr-Brown switches for the Integrate, Power 

Monitor, and PM Calibrate. 

9. When IC-11 (6) Q goes positive, IC-11 (9) Q goes negative 

which gives a positive voltage out of IC-12 (6) [through 

input of IC-12 (4)]. 

10. A positive voltage out of IC-12 (6) starts the timer on 

Board No. 8 which in 10 seconds (or a selected period) 



gives a positive pulse into IC-14 (5). IC-14 (4) is con

nected to the emitter of Q104 which will be positive in 

the step mode. The positive pulse into (5) will give a 

negative pulse out of IC-14 (6). 

11. A negative pulse from IC-14 (6) to (5) of IC-11 will 

cause IC-11 (6) to go negative and terminate all integra

tions. IC-11 (9) Q will go positive, turning off the 

timer through IC-12 (4) and will give a negative pulse 

out of IC-12 (3) [through IC-12 (2)]. 

12. An IC-12 (3) negative pulse will go to IC-13 (10) and 

cause IC-13 (6) Q to go positive. This goes to the 

recorder as a READ signal and to the Stokes logic. 

13. When IC-13 (9) Q goes negative, this is connected to 

IC-12 (13) giving a plus output to the READ timer Q205 

whose negative output pulse resets IC-13 through IC-13 

(5) V 

14. When IC-13 (9) Q goes positive, a positive pulse is 

applied through Sl-E to IC-2 (13) to restart the motor by 

switching FF (flip-flop) IC-3. 

15. These cycles then repeat until the FSS (forward stop 

switch) is reached. 

16. When the FSS closes, (1 or 2) of IC-2 goes positive, then 

(6) of IC-2 goes negative resetting IC-3 through IC-3 

(5) Rp and stops the forward motor. The FSS closure also 

grounds (13) T of IC-5 (1 second one shot). When Q (8) 



of IC-5 goes plus at the end of 1 second, a positive 

pulse is fed to (12 or 13) of IC-6. (8) of IC-6 will go 

negative, supplying a negative pulse to (10) SD of IC-7. 

17. When IC-7 is switched by a negative pulse at (10) of 

IC-7, Q (6) of IC-7 goes positive and starts the reverse 

motor through QIO9> Qno> an<* Qui-

18. When Q (9) of IC-7 is negative, IC-2 [through (10) and 

(12)] and IC-9 (upper) [through (2) and (4)] are disabled, 

thus preventing any operations while the carriage is 

returning. 

19. When the returning carriage finally hits the reverse stop 

switch (RSS), a ground is put on (1 or 2) of IC-6 which 

gives a negative pulse at IC-6 (6). This resets FF IC-7 

through IC-7 (5) R̂ . 

20. IC-7 (9) Q going positive enables IC-2 and IC-9 through 

(10 and 12) and (2 and 4), respectively. 

21. The carriage will remain at this position until the 

START is again pushed. 

Total Intensity Mode — Step and Repeat Sequence 

A. Switch Positions — Same as "I" except the REPEAT switch is 

pushed to ON to start the cycle. At this time (as soon as the 

RSS is activated) a ground is placed on T (1) of IC-1 which 

will start the same sequence as in "I." 

B. When the carriage returns and activates the RSS, the sequence 

will be repeated. 
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III. Total Intensity Mode — Single Integrate Sweep. 

A. Switch Positions — Set the switches as in "I" except that the 

mode switch is put on "Scan" and START is pushed (assuming 

carriage is on the RSS). 

B. Operation Sequence. 

1. START applies a ground to IC-1 (1), causing a positive 

pulse from IC-1 at the end of 1 second to IC-2 (9)• 

2. IC-2 (10) is plus from IC-7 (9) Q, hence with a plus from 

IC-1 (6) to IC-2 (9) a negative pulse appears at IC-2 (8) 

which goes to IC-3 (10) S*D. 

3. A negative pulse to IC-3 (10) Ŝ  causes IC-3 (6) to go 

positive, turning on Q106 and Q107 which starts the motor 

in the forward direction. 

4. Placing the mode in "Scan" causes IC-8 (9) Q to be plus 

since IC-8 (5) Rjj is connected to -15 volts. Therefore, 

Ql02 and Ql03 are on> IC-14 (2) is positive and the 

B-Scan strip on the commutator is energized while IC-14 

(4) and the step strip are both negative. Hence, the 

motor stop circuitry and integrate stop circuitry are 

disabled. 

5. When brush B-5 reaches the B-Scan strip, a positive 

pulse (actually ground) is applied to IC-9 (5) [which is 

added with (4) which is positive from IC-7 (9) Q], giving 

a negative pulse to IC-10 (10) Sp. 



6. Making IC-10 (10) SQ negative makes IC-10 (6) Q positive 

which releases the integrate capacitors through Q202-

7. Simultaneously with 5, a plus pulse is applied to IC-12 

(9) through Ĉ oi- This has no effect except to render 

IC-14 (1) negative which assures that integration will 

not be terminated until the end of the commutator strip 

is reached. 

8. After the integrator has been released, the calibrated 

diode pulsing circuitry sets the gating by sending SQ of 

IC-11 a low while the diode is on. This gives a high 

from Q as long as R̂  remains high. 

9. Integration continues until the end of the integrate 

commutator strip is reached, then IC-11 is reset by means 

of Q2OI» IC-12, and IC-14 (6), which give a negative 

pulse to IC-11 (5) Rp. 

10. When IC-11 (9) Q goes positive, IC-12 (3) puts a negative 

pulse on IC-13 (10) Sjj which initiates the READ cycle as 

in the "Step Mode." 

11. When the FSS commutator strip is reached, the forward 

motion is stopped by a negative pulse to IC-3 (5) Rp 

through IC-2, and one second later (by one shot IC-5), 

the reverse motor is started through IC-5 (8) Q, IC-6 

(8), IC-7 (10) S"D and IC-7 (6) Q activating Q109, Quo. 

and Qui. 
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12. When the RSS is reached, the reverse motion is terminated 

when IC-7 is reset through IC-6, and the integrate capaci

tors are reset by a positive (ground) on IC-9 (10) and a 

resulting negative pulse into IC-10 (5) Rp. 

IV. Total Intensity Mode — Multiple Integrate Mode. Everything is as 

in "III" except that Single Cycle/Repeat is in REPEAT so that 

activating the RSS at the input if IC-1 also starts a new cycle. 

V. Total Intensity Mode — Alternate Sequence. 

A. Switch Positions. 

1. Main 

2. ±15 Volt 

3. PMT H-V 

4. +50 Volts, +5 Volts 

5. Laser 

6. Motor 

7. Meter 

8. Mode Switch 

9. Step degrees 

10. Repeat 

11. Polarization Rotator position 

ON 

ON 

ON 

ON 

ON 

ON 

ON 

"A" — If the "Step" 

cycle first is desired, 

start in "Step" and 

switch to "Alternate" 

similarly for "Scan" 

first. 

"1' h £> £> or 

(In) 

as in "I." 
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12. Integrate time as in "I." 

13. Zero Signal Integrator as in "I." 

14. Zero Power Monitor as in "I." 

15. Zero PM Calibrate as in "I." 

16. LED ON 

B. Operation Sequence — Reset to the CCW stop and actuate the 

REPEAT switch. If the "Step" sequence is selected, first "I" 

sequence is followed, and then "III" since IC-8 is changed at 

the start of each sweep by a pulse from IC-1 (6) Q. 

VI. Stokes Mode. 

A. Switch positions — Same as "I" except the polarization rota

tor switch is on "S" and the mode switch is on "Stokes." 

B. The operation of the system is identical to "I" except that at 

each angle, four intensity measurements are taken as the 

polarization rotator steps through one cycle. 

VII. Operation of the Signal Integrator (Board No. 5). Basically this 

is a gated (B-B 9859/15) integrator which is reset with RL-1 and 

has precision zeroing from the front panel. Its output goes to 

the output connector for automatic recording. 

A. Input amplifier — This is a-c coupled so that d-c drift is 

not a problem. The input comes from the (B-B 3400) amplifier 

and the PMT housing. The output goes to the integrator 

resistor through a 0.05 yf capacitor and also to the PM cali

bration amplifier on Board No. 4. 
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B. The integrate gate (B-B 9859/15) is interposed between the 

integrate resistors and the summing junction of the integrate 

amplifier (B-B 3291/14). 

C. Zeroing — The zeroing circuit is located on the front panel 

and uses two, precision zeners (IN 4829 Motorola) to improve on 

±15 regulation. The zeroing current is fed to the input of 

the integrate gate. 

D. Integrator — This is a conventional integrator with good 

capacitors and a (B-B 3291/14) chopper amplifier. 

E. Inputs — Additional inputs are the integrate gate pulse from 

the Power Monitor (Board No. 3) and the relay control voltages 

from Boards 1 and 2. 

VIII. Power Monitor (Board No. 3). This is essentially a duplicate of 

the Signal Integrator except that preamplification is not required 

since the signal input is taken from a silicon photo-diode (PIN 10) 

which samples the main beam. In addition, the board samples the 

60 cps and generates the 50 ys synchronized pulses for driving the 

Power Monitor integrator gate, the Signal Integrator gate, and the 

laser. There is also an integrate period gate with an input from 

Board No. 2 to fix the integrate period. The same reset relay 

arrangement is used as in the Signal Integrator (Board No. 5). 

IX. PM Calibrator Circuit (Board No. 4). The general idea here is to 

generate a light pulse of precise magnitude and duration, midway 

between laser pulses, put this into the PM circuit and record the 

integrated output on a separate channel. The precision duration 

is generated from a 100 kHz xtal oscillator by selecting one pulse 



on which to start, counting down by 16 and terminating the 

pulse. 

A. Pulse Length Circuit. The laser synchronization pulse from 

Board No. 3 triggers an 8 us one shot (OS) to center the cali

brator pulse midway between the laser pulses. The positive 

trailing edge of the output pulse causes the dividers (FFs) to 

reset and triggers a 9 ys OS. This 9 ys pulse is added with a 

2 ys OS driven from the xtalosc. The output of this AND has 

one or two pulses. If one pulse, this is from 1 to 2 ys long. 

If two pulses, they are both less than 1 ys long and are 

separated by 8 ys. The first pulse triggers a 6.5 ys delay. 

This is coupled to a 7 ys OS which is NANDED with the oscilla

tor square wave. One and only one negative output pulse occurs 

in this 7 ys. This switches the pulse length FF at SD which 

starts the calibration light pulse and opens the gate to the 

16 count FF string. The first pulse out of these 16 FF 

restores the pulse length FF and terminates the light pulse. 

B. Integrator Gate Activation. The light pulse FF feeds through 

QitOl and through Q̂ o2 (which is turned on by the integrate 

gate from Q214 on Board No. 2) to activate the (B-B 9859/15) 

switch on the PM Calibration Integrator. 

C. Q of the pulse length FF turns off Q405 which turns off (̂ 07 

and Qitos* This permits the precision current of Qî .06 to pass 

through the LED MV-2 for exactly 160 ys. 



APPENDIX B 

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

I. Incident Beam. 

A. Adjust laser for maximum output power. 

B. Set baffles and optics so that the light beam is centered 

through these components. 

C. Adjust the third prism for proper height and angle of beam 

across the nephelometer to the tight trap. 

D. Set final baffle to limit off-axis light on output. 

E. Measure the Stokes parameters of the incident beam. 

II. Detector. 

A. Adjust optics of the detector so that maximum sensitivity 

occurs at the center of the scattering volume. 

B. Check the field of view of the detector with a fiber optic 

source from the laser. 

C. Set the polarizer on the detector at 45 degrees. 

D. Set the angular position of the detector to verify the 4 and 

176 degree angles. 

III. Power Monitor. 

A. Measure the laser cross-sectional intensity with fiber optics. 

B. Clean and center light trap-power monitor. 

100 



Set values of the four different irradiances at the power 

monitor (note: an actual decrease in irradiance occvirs with 

the quarter-wave plate). 
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